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Introduction
The flex_extract Open-Source software package is a tool to ex-
tract and prepare meteorological data from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) as input for the La-
grangian particle transport model FLEXPART ([1],[5],[6],[4]). These
data fields describe the state of the atmosphere relevant for transport
modelling. A special feature is the processing of parameterized ver-
tical surface fluxes, which are only available as accumulated forecast
values and therefore need to be deaccumulated, in order to get the
quasi-instantaneous fluxes which FLEXPART requires.
This poster gives an overview of the new, refurbished version 7.1
and the overall aim to increase the quality of deposition fields cal-
culated from FLEXPART. Since it is not yet officially released, it can
currently be cloned from the dev branch of the GIT repository on
http://flexpart.eu for testing purposes. An extensive online doc-
umentation is currently in process and will soon be available on the
community website along with the software package .

Schematic view of the precipitation
disaggregation problem
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left: old disaggregation method; right: new disaggregation method

New disaggregation method for
precipitation

The reconstruction algorithm is based on a one-dimensional piecewise-
linear function with two additional supporting points within each grid
cell. The new method fulfils the desired requirements by preserving the
integral precipitation in each time interval, guaranteeing continuity at
interval boundaries, maintaining non-negativity, and being monotone.

Short sequence from a convective precipitation time series. Raw
precipitation curves from ECMWF are compared to the interpolated
curves from flex_extract. For more information see [3].

R3h 3-hourly precipitation
from the ECMWF MARS
archiv

IFP Disaggregation and
interpolation of 3 h
precipitation to 1 h; using
a modified, linear
interpolation (old)

R1h 1-hourly precipitation
from the ECMWF MARS
archiv

IA1 Disaggregation and
interpolation of 3 h
precipitation to 1 h;
non-negative, geometric
mean based algorithm

IA2m Modified IA1, UNUSED.

Overall aim to improve level of confidence in
deposition

Changes and new features in flex_extract v7.1

ECMWF data (available with flex_extract)
Differences in MARS parameters for the extraction of operational and various reanalysis data.
Member state user: Operational data, ERA-Interim, ERA5, CERA-20C
Public user: Re-analysis data sets ERA-Interim, ERA5, CERA-20C (partially limited)

Schematic overview of access modes

Example application for access from local machine
Flex_extract uses so-called "CONTROL" files to define the framework conditions for the data to
be extracted and automatically creates the corresponding "MARS requests" which follow ECMWF’s
own syntax.

*.grb contain the extracted MARS fields
flux* contain the disaggregated flux fields per time step
fort.* contain fields grouped by specific characterisations

to be read and processed by CONVERT2

fort.4 namelist file for CONVERT2
fort.15 resulting file from CONVERT2
EA* final files of flex_extract. The format corresponds

to <prefix>YYMMDDHH, where prefix was
defined in CONTROL file

*) Usually all temporary files are deleted (all but <prefix>YYMMDDHH), except flex_extract runs in debug mode.

Parameters to be extracted
FLEXPART expects the following parameters:
É model level parameters: U, V, T, Q, ETADOT, (CIWC+CLWC=QC)
É surface parameters: LNSP/MSL/10u/10v/2T/2D/SD/TCC/SR/Z/SDOR/LSM
É flux data: LSP/CP/SSHF/EWSS/NSSS
Note: Not all meteorological fields and time steps are available for public users. This is taken into
account in the sample CONTROL files according to the datasets.

Software environment
Python component:
É Python3 or Anaconda Python3
É numpy
É ecmwf-api-client
É cdsapi
É genshi
É eccodes for standard Python

(manually installed or from Linux
package) or eccodes from conda

Fortran component:

É Fortran 95
compiler (e.g.
gfortran)
É fftw3
É eccodes
É emoslib

Support
É FLEXPART’s community website and ticket system:

https://flexpart.eu
É flex_extract Information:

https://www.flexpart.eu/wiki/FpInputMetEcmwf
É Git-repository: https:

//www.flexpart.eu/browser/flex_extract.git
É Mailing Liste: flexpart@lists.univie.ac.at

Outlook

É publish in GMD
É add optional WRF

parameter extraction
É finish preparation of

online documentation
É add more unit tests
É apply continuous

integration with Jenkins
É automatise regression

tests

É convert f90 to py
É consider feedback from

beta testers (please email
me if you want to
participate)
É prepare FLEXPART to

handle new disaggregated
precipitation
É compare FLEXPART

deposition fields with old
and new disaggregation
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